
MEGAN5 tutorial, September 2014, 
Daniel Huson

This tutorial covers the use of the latest 
version of MEGAN5.

Here is an outline of the steps that we 
will cover.

Note that the computationally most time-
consuming part of a MEGAN analysis is 
the BLAST comparison of the data 
against an appropriate reference 
database, such as the NCBI-NR 
database (of non-redundant protein 
sequences).
For most of the datasets in this tutorial, 
this step has already been executed.

1. Installation

Please use the appropriate installer from 
the installers directory supplied with this 
tutorial:



MacOS X: 
MEGAN_macos_5_5_3.dmg
Linux (64 bit): 
MEGAN_unix_5_5_3.sh
Windows (32 bit): 
MEGAN_windows_5_5_3.exe  
Windows (64 bit): MEGAN_windows-
x64_5_5_3.exe 

MEGAN requires Java 1.7  to run, which 
is included in the Windows and MacOS 
installers. A free Java installer is 
available from: http://www.java.com/en/
download/
(Note that you can also run the 32-bit 
version of MEGAN on Windows 7 if you 
install the 32-bit version of Java. This is 
a good idea if you have 2 GB or less 
main memory.)

Double click on the downloaded 
MEGAN installer to start the installation 
process. If asked for the amount of 
memory to give MEGAN, you should 
request at least 1 GB. Go as high as you 

http://www.java.com/en/download/
http://www.java.com/en/download/


can, leaving 500 MB, say, for the OS. 
So, for example, if you have 4 GB of 
main memory, give MEGAN 3.5 GB.
(This is because 'more memory'='faster 
performance', due to a decrease in time 
Java spends doing “garbage collection”.)

2. License information for MEGAN

Please load the license file: MEGAN5-
license.txt

3. Getting started and taxonomic 
analysis

- Open a MEGAN file
file:  1mix/mix-454-reads.rma

- Collapse and expand tree.
- Explore node labeling and 
visualization.
- Inspect assigned reads.
- Chart assigned reads.
- Compute rarefaction curve.
- Explore microbial attributes.



What are the ten species present in this 
synthetic in-vitro sample?

4. Functional analysis using SEED

- Open the SEED viewer.
- Explore the functional content.
- Inspect assigned reads.
- Chart assigned reads.
- Inspect alignment for different nodes.

What are the ten dominant functional 
roles?

5. Functional analysis using KEGG

- Open the KEGG viewer.
- Explore the functional content.
- Inspect assigned reads.
- Chart assigned reads.
- Explore KEGG pathways.

Discuss which pathways may be 
present.



6. Extract data to a new document

- Select a KEGG pathway of interest and 
then extract all data to a new document

7. Comparison of multiple datasets

- Open MEGAN files:
 2mouse-gut/
Mouse_gut_28789_west1.rma,

2mouse-gut/
Mouse_gut_28793_west3.rma,

2mouse-gut/
Mouse_gut_28795_fatr1.rma2 and

2mouse-gut/
Mouse_gut_28799_carbr1.rma.

- Create a comparison file.
- Explore the taxonomic content.
- Explore the SEED content.
- Explore the KEGG content.

8. Human Microbiome Project WGS 
data



You can download up to 2 TB of whole 
genome shotgun data from http://
www.hmpdacc.org. The tutorial offers 
three datasets, from different body parts. 
The stool dataset contains only a small 
part of the original data.

- Open MEGAN files:
3hmp/mid-vagina-SRS014466.rma
3hmp/saliva-SRS019120.rma
3hmp/stool-SRS016203-part.rma

How do the three body sites compare? 
What are the predominant phyla in 
saliva and stool?
Which genus is most prevalent in the 
mid vagina?

9. Human Microbiome Project 16S 
rRNA data

MEGAN can also be used to help 
analyze 16S rRNA data. You can 
download 16S rRNA data from http://
www.hmpdacc.org. The tutorial package 



contains 14 files downloaded from there.

4rRNA/fna - contains FastA files of 
16S rRNA data downloaded from the 
HMP 

4rRNA/rdp - contains classification 
files computed using the RDP classifier

4rRNA/*rma - Individual MEGAN files 
generated from the the RDP files

4rRNA/comparison.megan - 
Comparison MEGAN file containing all 
14 datasets

A quick and easy way to analyze 16S 
rRNA sequences is to use the RDP 
webpage.
Go to the RDP classifier website at 
http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/classifier/
classifier.jsp, upload a rRNA file and 
then let the website process it. Note that 
RDP allows one to download two types 
of files, namely a hierarchy as text file 
from its Classifier ::Hierarchy View 
window and a text file obtained from its 
Classifier :: Assignment Detail window. 

http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/classifier/classifier.jsp
http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/classifier/classifier.jsp


Input to MEGAN must be of the latter 
type. Click on the Download All Rank 
button to get the file. Then import the file 
using MEGAN's "File-Import from 
Blast…" menu item.

10. PCoA analysis of taxonomic and 
functional content

- Open MEGAN files:
5permafrost/*.rma

(To open multiple files simultaneously on 
a Mac, press the shift-key while 
selecting the Open… menu item.)
- Create a comparison file.
- Explore the taxonomic content.
- Compute taxonomy- and KEGG-based 
PCoA.
- Open SampleViewer and use different 
attributes to color samples.

These 12 files are the result of a PAUDA 
analysis of 240 million reads, which took 
80 CPU hours. The original analysis of 
the data using BLASTX and reported in 



Mackelprang et al. (2011) took 800,000 
CPU hours.

Compare the taxonomy- and KEGG-
based PCoA analyses with the analyses 
presented in Mackelprang et al. (2011).

11. Blast import

Importing a BLAST file into MEGAN 
usually takes a long time and is best 
done on a server. We will look at this for 
a small dataset.
- Import a BLAST file:

2mouse-gut/
Mouse_gut_28789_west1.blastx
- Discuss import options.
- In particular, discuss use of mapping 
file gi2tax-small.map

- Explore the taxonomic content.
- Chart assigned reads.

12. Exporting stuff



- Export images.
- Export taxa to counts.
- Export reads or matches.
- Export results in BIOME format.

13. Importing data from CSV files

The 500,000 reads analyzed in 1mix/
mix-454-reads.rma are from the paper 
"Metagenomic Sequencing of an In Vitro-
Simulated Microbial Community" (Morgan 
et al, 2010). The paper gives percentages 
for each of the 10 species present in the 
metagenome. To facilitate a comparison of 
the MEGAN analysis with the actual 
expected numbers, produce a CSV 
(comma separated value) file that contains 
the taxon names and expected number of 
reads (based on a total of 500,000 reads).
Import the file into MEGAN and then 
produce a comparison view of the 
expected number of reads vs the actual 
number of reads.

What is the rate of false positives and 
false negatives?



14. Command-line version

Under linux or MacOS, it is easy to run 
MEGAN in command line mode.
Linux: Type ~/megan/MEGAN +g
MacOS: Type /Applications/MEGAN/
MEGAN.app/Contents/MacOS/
JavaApplicationStub +g

Once the program is running, type help; 
to get a list of commands, or help 
<topic>; to get commands for a specific 
topic.

References and sources for datasets

Copies of the papers are located in the 
corresponding directories.
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and J I Gordon. Diet-induced obesity is 
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microbiome. Cell Host Microbe, 3(4):
213–223, Apr 2008.

3+5 HMP data:
http://www.hmpdacc.org

4 Permafrost datasets:
Mackelprang R, Waldrop MP, DeAngelis 
KM, David MM, Chavarria KL, Blazewicz 
SJ, Rubin EM, Jansson JK. 
Metagenomic analysis of a permafrost 
microbial community reveals a rapid 
response to thaw. Nature. 2011 Nov 
6;480(7377):368-71. doi: 10.1038/
nature10576.


